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Abstract

In this paper we argue that the Korean anaphor caki-casin, taken thus far to be a local anaphor, can be bound long-distance in

certain cases as an exempt anaphor. We make this argument on the basis of an experimental study where the subjects were asked to

judge the grammaticality of sentences with long-distance bound caki-casin and to choose between the strict and sloppy readings in

contexts of ellipsis/proform. A majority of subjects accepted long-distance bound caki-casin and preferred strict readings,

indicating that long-distance bound caki-casin is behaving as an exempt anaphor. Speakers who accepted sentences with long-

distance bound caki-casin were sensitive to logophoric factors that are known to influence exempt binding. These results imply that

the core vs. exempt binding distinction (Pollard and Sag, 1992, 1994; Reinhart and Reuland, 1993) exists even in languages like

Korean with a rich inventory of anaphors—local and long-distance—suggesting that the core-exempt dichotomy is orthogonal to

the local vs. long-distance property of anaphors (Cole et al., 2001; Huang and Liu, 2001). More generally, the results indicate that

both grammar and the interfaces are involved in anaphor binding.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we argue that the Korean anaphor caki-casin, taken thus far to be a local anaphor, can be bound long-

distance in certain cases as an exempt anaphor when appropriate extra-grammatical conditions are satisfied. We make

this argument on the basis of an experimental study where the subjects were asked to judge the grammaticality of

sentences with long-distance bound caki-casin and to choose between the strict and sloppy readings in contexts of

ellipsis/proforms. A majority of subjects accepted long-distance bound caki-casin and strict readings became easily

available in contexts of ellipsis/proforms, indicating that long-distance bound caki-casin is behaving as an exempt

anaphor. In addition, speakers who accepted sentences with long-distance bound caki-casin were sensitive to

logophoric factors that are known to influence exempt binding. These results imply that the core vs. exempt binding
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distinction (Pollard and Sag, 1992, 1994; Reinhart and Reuland, 1993) exists even in languages like Korean with a rich

inventory of anaphors—local and long-distance—suggesting that the core-exempt dichotomy is orthogonal to the

local vs. long-distance property of anaphors (Cole et al., 2001, 2006; Huang and Liu, 2001). More generally, the results

indicate that both grammar and the interfaces are involved in anaphor binding.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we review the theoretical background on Korean binding.

In section 3, we explain the method of the empirical study used to investigate our research questions and present the

results of the experiments. Section 4 deals with further implications and future directions for research.

2. Korean anaphors: an overview

2.1. Korean anaphors: properties

While the long-distance anaphor (LDA) caki has been the subject of much previous research on Korean anaphors

(Yang, 1983), Korean also possesses several other anaphors, such as casin, pronoun-casin, and caki-casin. The four

different anaphors can be used interchangeably in many contexts, such as in (1) below.

Ku in ku-casin above is a 3rd person pronoun when it occurs by itself. Both caki and casin are of Sino-Korean

compounds and literally mean ‘one’s own body’. As shown below in (2), caki behaves like pronouns in terms of its

position within complex anaphors, as it occupies the initial, non-head position, while casin occurs in the final, head

position.

However, the anaphors are not always interchangeable. One dimension along which the anaphors differ

regards the properties of antecedents. Anaphors based on caki (that is, caki and caki-casin) cannot easily take

first or second person antecedents, whereas third-person antecedents are fine (2a vs. 2b,c).2 By contrast, casin

(2a–c) and pronoun-casin (3a–c) are compatible with antecedents in all three persons. Illustrative data are given

below.
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2 Reflexives based on caki also have a deictic usage to refer to the addressee (second person) for many speakers. This may explain why these

reflexives are not completely out with second person antecedents (cf. 2b). Speakers who accept (2b) may be interpreting the caki-based reflexives

deictically.

As the data show, caki-based reflexives are not completely out with first person antecedents. This means that we cannot simply assume that caki

is inherently 3rd person. The preference for third person antecedents that most uses of caki-based anaphors are subject to may stem from something

like point of view (Oshima, 2006).

The anaphors, except pronoun-casin, can also be used with generic, arbitrary, interpretation (meaning ‘oneself’). The generic usage is more

common with caki-based forms than casin. We take generic anaphors to be 3rd Person.



All anaphors in Korean prefer animate antecedents. Thus, inanimate, or group-denoting nouns are marginal as

antecedents of anaphors, even though they are third-person.

Singular inanimates are likewise bad when anteceding anaphors, unless personified as in fairy-tale contexts.

A second dimension along which they differ is long-distance binding. Caki and casin are known to allow long-

distance antecedents quite freely. In contrast, the consensus in the literature is that caki-casin and pronoun-casin are

primarily local anaphors (Yoon, 1989; Cole et al., 1990). A similar position has been advanced regarding the Japanese

anaphor system in Katada (1991), where the Japanese counterparts to caki-casin and pronoun-casin in Korean,

zibun-zisin and pronoun-zisin, are taken to be local anaphors in contrast to zibun, which is taken to be an LDA. Kang’s

(1998) corpus-based study showed that caki-casin occurs primarily as a local anaphor, lending support to earlier

theoretical research.3

For the purposes of this paper, we do not need to resolve the issue of what determines whether a given anaphor will

function primarily as a long-distance anaphor. This is because our focus in this paper is on the long-distance usages of

an anaphor that has been taken thus far to be a local anaphor—caki-casin. We will argue that even when caki-casin is

long-distance bound, it is not a genuine long-distance anaphor but a local anaphor that is converted into pronominal, or

exempt anaphor, usage, according to the typology of long-distance reflexives in Cole et al. (2001, 2006). As Cole, et al.

observe, the converted, or exempt anaphors as we shall call them, must satisfy discourse conditions in order to be

licensed and this is indeed what we find with LD-bound caki-casin.

We will therefore leave unresolved the question as to whether long vs. local binding behavior can be predicted on

the basis of inherent properties of anaphors and instead turn to the distinction between core vs. exempt binding.
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3 Specifically, Kang examined accusative-marked forms of the three reflexives in his corpus (Korea University Corpus of Korean, Collection I)

and found the following (Kang, 1998:183)

caki-acc casin-acc caki-casin-acc

Local 151 311 66

Long-distance 165 123 5

Total 316 434 71

These figures support the intuition of many native speakers about the local vs. long-distance binding potential of various anaphors in Korean.



2.2. Core vs. exempt anaphors

That local anaphors are not restricted to contexts of local binding has been pointed out in the work of Pollard and Sag

(1992) and Reinhart and Reuland (1993), among others. The perspective on anaphor licensing adopted in these works is

quite different from the line of research that emanates from what has been dubbed the Standard Binding Theory

(Chomsky, 1980, 1981). Contrary to Standard Binding Theory, these researchers take the job of licensing of anaphors not

to rest entirely with grammar-internal principles. Only certain anaphors need to be licensed grammar-internally, while

others need not. Thus, syntactic Binding Theory underdetermines the distribution and interpretation of anaphors.

In this approach, anaphors that need to be licensed grammar-internally are those that have a superior co-argument

(Pollard and Sag, 1992) or a Subject/Specifier within a Complete Functional Complex (CFC) in the sense of Chomsky

(1986).4 All other anaphors are licensed by extra-grammatical mechanisms. The term core anaphor (or grammatical

anaphor) designates the former, while the term exempt anaphor (or logophor) refers to the latter. The system of

grammar-internal binding principles can correspondingly be termed grammatical binding.

An important question for this line of research is the following: how do we know that a given anaphor is exempt

since languages do not have dedicated forms of exempt anaphors?

The first indication that an anaphor is exempt is its occurrence in contexts without a minimal Subject (or superior

co-argument), as stated in the previous paragraph. However, this is not the only diagnostic property. Exempt anaphors

have been found to display a cluster of properties that distinguish them from core anaphors, such as the following:

(8) a. Exempt anaphors may be unbound (or discourse-bound).

b. Exempt anaphors do not need c-commanding antecedents.

c. Exempt anaphors may be long-distance bound.

d. Exempt anaphors allow strict readings in contexts of ellipsis/proforms.

Properties (8a–c) can be illustrated with English exempt anaphors. English, a language that is generally thought to lack

LDAs, allows its anaphors to be bound long-distance or be discourse-bound in certain cases, as seen in (9a) and (9b)

below. In addition, c-command, which is required in core binding, is not necessary between exempt anaphors and their

antecedents (cf. 9c).5 By contrast, anaphors that cannot be construed as exempt (in virtue of the presence of a locally

commanding Specifier in the minimal CFC) cannot be licensed in similar contexts. This is seen in (9a0–9c0). The anaphors

in (9a0, c0) are core anaphors because of the presence of a Possessor within the DP, and cannot take long-distance

antecedents.

(9) a. Bill remembered that the Times had printed [a picture of himself] in its Sunday edition.

a0. ??Bill remembered that the Times had printed [Mary’s picture of himself] in its Sunday edition.

b. [Physicist like yourself] are a godsend.

c. [Incriminating pictures of himself published in the Times] have all but eliminated John’s chances of

being promoted.

c0. *[Mary’s pictures of himself published in the Times] have all but eliminated John’s chances of

being promoted.
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4 By this logic, anaphors that are subjects should be licensed as exempt anaphors, so that (i) should be well-formed as an instance of exempt binding:

(i) *John admits that himself is to blame for the equipment failure

Pollard and Sag’s (1992) take on (i) is that it is out for reasons independent of binding: namely, the anaphor should be nominative-marked but there

are no nominative anaphors in English.

This account then predicts that when case is not at stake, TSC violations should become acceptable so long as they can be construed as instances of

exempt binding. The prediction seems to be borne out.

(ii) ?John thinks that [Bill and himself]/[himself and Bill] are to blame for the accident

(iii) ?The boys think that each other are to blame for the mess

Chomsky (1981) accounted for (ii) through a specially crafted theory of GCs intended to allow TSC violations just in case an anaphor is contained

within a (nominative-marked) Subject (through the provisions of the Accessibility Condition that is in turn built on the so-called i-within-i condition).

However, the account does not extend to (iii), which, though marginal, has long been noted to be much better than (i). Chomsky’s (1986) suggestion that

(i) is to be assimilated to the that-trace effect (on the LF-moved anaphor) does not work either, since the presence or absence of the complementizer has

no effect on (i). Therefore, there is no viable account of the well-formedness of (i) and (ii) in standard Binding Theory.
5 A well-known account of backward binding by non-c-commanding antecedents that tries to bring such binding within the fold of core binding is

Belletti and Rizzi (1988). However, the predicate in (9c) is not a psych predicate, so that their account cannot be extended to it. In addition, the

antecedent John does not c-command the anaphor at D-structure even if we allow an unaccusative parse for the main clause predicate in (9c).



Cole et al. (2001, 2006) (see also Runner et al., 2002) propose another diagnostic for core vs. exempt anaphors

based on sloppy vs. strict readings in contexts of ellipsis/proforms. This is shown below. The elliptical VP in the

second sentence in (10) receives a sloppy interpretation, that is, as meaning ‘Bill defended Bill’. The strict reading

(‘Bill defended John’) is nearly impossible to obtain. This indicates that locally bound core anaphors are interpreted

sloppily (as bound variables) in contexts of ellipsis/proforms.

(10) John defended himself against the committee’s accusations. So did Bill.

However, speakers can assign a strict, or referential, interpretation to the missing VP in (11a), where the second

sentence can be interpreted as meaning that ‘Bill also thinks that an article written by John caused the uproar’. The

strict interpretation is available in (11b) as well, which also contains an exempt anaphor.

(11) a. John thinks that an article written by himself caused the uproar. So does Bill.

b. John thinks that Susan and himself are to blame for the accident. So does Bill.

Both sloppy and strict readings are available in exempt binding, whereas strict readings are highly degraded, if not

altogether impossible, in case of core binding. Therefore, we can use the availability of strict readings in ellipsis/

proform contexts as another diagnostic of exempt anaphors.

Now, while exempt anaphors escape the strictures of syntactic conditions that constrain core anaphors, their licensing

is subject to discourse-pragmatic conditions. Conditions that fall under the rubric of logophoricity (Sells, 1987; Huang

and Liu, 2001, among others) constrain exempt anaphors.6 Specifically, an exempt anaphor is felicitous if its antecedent is

a logophoric center. Following Sells (1987), we posit three such logophoric centers—SOURCE, SELF, and PIVOT.7

The contrast shown below can be understood in this light. The structural distance between and relative

configurations of the antecedent and anaphor (i.e., lack of c-command) are identical in the sentences and yet there is a

contrast among the three sentences.

(12) a. [Incriminating pictures of himself published in the Times] have been worrying John for some time.

b. ?[Incriminating pictures of himself published in the Times] have all but eliminated John’s chances

of being promoted.

c. *?[Incriminating pictures of himself published in the Times] accidentally fell on John’s head.

The judgments seem to reflect the ease with which John can be identified as a logophoric center. In (12a), John is a

SELF (and so also a PIVOT), in the sense of Sells (1987), while in (12b) and (12c) it can only be a PIVOT. (12b) is better

than (12c) because it is easier to construe this sentence as being reported from the point of view of John, compared to the

third.

2.3. Exempt binding in languages with long-distance anaphors

Since properties of exempt/logophoric binding have been investigated mostly for English, a language that lacks

genuine LDA’s, we might hypothesize that if a language possesses a rich inventory of anaphors, the core-exempt binding

distinction may not be realized in such a language. This is because it is conceivable that some anaphors in the inventory

function exclusively in contexts of grammatical binding while others are devoted to contexts of exempt or logophoric

binding.

Korean is a language with a rich anaphor inventory that includes both local and long-distance anaphors. Given the

core-exempt distinction in anaphor binding, a number of questions invite themselves about Korean: What is the
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6 However, as a reviewer reminds us, even genuine long-distance anaphors may be subject to discourse conditions (Cole et al., 2001, 2006). Thus,

the existence of discourse conditions by itself does not establish that the anaphor in question is an exempt anaphor. That is why we also employed the

strict/sloppy readings as an additional diagnostic.
7 Sells (1987) gives the following characterizations of these roles (Sells, 1987:457):

SOURCE: one who is the intentional agent of the communication

SELF: one whose mental state or attitude the content of the preposition describes

PIVOT: one with respect to whose (space-time) location the content of the proposition is evaluated

It is important to clarify that that Sells (1987) did not make the core-exempt distinction. We are reinterpreting his conclusions in light of this

distinction, following Huang and Liu (2001) who demonstrate convincingly that core anaphors do not require discourse-pragmatic conditions to be

licensed.



division of labor among different anaphors? Since long-distance anaphors in languages like Korean (caki in Korean

and ziji in Chinese) have also been characterized as logophors in some approaches (Sells, 1987; Huang and Liu, 2001;

Iida, 1992; Huang, 2000), are local anaphors such as caki-casin and pronoun-casin restricted to contexts of

grammatical binding? Or is the core/grammatical vs. exempt/logophoric dichotomy of anaphors orthogonal to the

long-distance vs. local property of anaphors? And if local anaphors can be licensed as exempt anaphors, are the

conditions similar to those that hold in the licensing of exempt anaphors in languages like English?

Answers to these questions are important and will enhance the theoretical understanding of anaphor binding in UG,

as well as the possible correlates, if any, of exempt binding in languages where it is attested.

As a first step in a cross-linguistic investigation of anaphors within an approach that posits the core-exempt distinction,

wewanted to investigatewhetheranaphorspreviouslyclaimed tobe restricted to localbinding in languageswith both local

and long-distance anaphors can be licensed as exempt anaphors. Since the ability of an otherwise local anaphor to take

long-distance antecedents is one of the claimed diagnostics of exempt binding (cf. 8c), we focused our attention primarily

on whether native speakers of Korean judge sentences with the long-distance bound local anaphor caki-casin to be

acceptable and if so, to determine whether they are treating it as core or exempt anaphor by asking subjects to choose

between the strict and sloppy interpretations in ellipsis/proform contexts in the sentences where caki-casin is long-

distance bound.We alsovaried the sentences containing long-distance boundcaki-casin in terms offactorsknown toeffect

logophoricity. That is, while some sentences with LD-bound caki-casin had an easily identifiable logophoric antecedent,

others did not. The rationale was to discover if logophoric factors facilitate the acceptance of LD-bound caki-casin.

We chose to investigate these questions through an experimental syntactic study. The primary rationale for conducting

an experimental study comes from the recognition that individual judgments about anaphor binding in languages like

Korean are notoriously unreliable, except in the simplest cases. This is as it should be, since according to the best current

understanding, judgments about anaphors involve making inferences about discourse-pragmatic factors involved in

logophoricity and computing the core-exempt distinction. Therefore, along with corpus-based studies such as Kang

(1998), carefully designed experimental studies are called for to establish a baseline of judgments about various anaphors

in Korean. Experimental syntactic investigations of a variety of phenomena have yielded insights that were not obtainable

under intuition-based studies.8 In addition to employing experimental syntactic methodology, we believe that our

research is one of the few that investigates core vs. exempt binding for Korean anaphors in a systematic way.

3. Empirical study

3.1. Research questions

The specific research questions we addressed in our study are the following:

1) Do native speakers of Korean accept long-distance binding of the local anaphor caki-casin?

2) If they do, do they treat it as a core or exempt anaphor? The answer to this question devolves to the resolution of the

following two sub-questions:

2-1) Are long-distance antecedents of caki-casin optimal when they carry a typical logophoric role?

2-2) Does the strict reading become available in contexts of ellipsis/proforms?9

The first question attempts to find out if native speakers of Korean accept long-distance bound caki-casin. Under the

assumption that caki-casin is primarily a local anaphor, as reported in theoretical and corpus studies (Kang, 1998), but

that local anaphors can be converted into exempt anaphors that can take long-distance antecedents, we predict that

native speakers will accept long-distance bound caki-casin if they are able to analyze it as an exempt anaphor.
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8 For example, Han et al. (2007) discovered through an experimental study that judgments about relative scope of quantifiers and negation in

Korean, another area rife with conflicting judgments in the literature, show a bimodal distribution, with one group of speakers consistently favoring

surface scope but another allowing inverse scope. On the basis of these results, they hypothesize that there may be more than one grammar among

speakers of Korean. It should be obvious that an intuition-based study could not have yielded such results.
9 As a reviewer points out, the expectation should be that in contexts of exempt binding, strict readings should become available, and not that strict

readings should be preferred over sloppy readings. This is so since exempt anaphors are anaphors ‘converted’ to become like pronouns (Cole et al.,

2001, 2006). The important contrast between locally bound reflexives and pronouns is that the latter allows both strict and sloppy readings in ellipsis/

proform contexts while the former disallows strict readings, and not that strict readings are more dominant than sloppy readings with pronouns.



This leads us to the second question, which seeks to investigate whether long-distance bound caki-casin is a

grammatical or an exempt anaphor. This question is answered on the basis of two diagnostics for exempt anaphors.

First, if we find that long-distance bound caki-casin is sensitive to known logophoric factors, it would indicate that

speakers are treating it as an exempt anaphor. Specifically, since not all logophoric roles are created equal (Sells, 1987;

Huang and Liu, 2001), as some roles (SOURCE) are more canonical than others (PIVOT), we expect differences in

judgments depending on the logophoric role of the long-distance antecedent of caki-casin. We also expect LD-bound

caki-casin to be more acceptable in sentences with clearly identifiable logophoric antecedents as opposed to those

where such identification is difficult.

Another test of core vs. exempt anaphors comes from strict vs. sloppy identity readings in ellipsis/proform contexts

mentioned earlier. If we should find that speakers who accept long-distance bound caki-casin allow strict readings, we

can conclude that they are treating LD-bound caki-casin as an exempt anaphor.

3.2. The experiment

3.2.1. Hypotheses and predictions

Regarding the questions identified above, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis. Korean native speakers will accept sentences with long-distance bound caki-casin by taking it as an

exempt anaphor.

In terms of the expected results of the experiment, our specific predictions were as follows:

1) The average grammaticality score that the subjects give for sentences with long-distance bound caki-casin will be

closer to the ‘grammatical’ rather than the ‘ungrammatical’ end of the grammaticality judgment scale.

2) There should be differences in the degree of grammaticality according to the logophoric roles of the long-distance

antecedent of caki-casin. That is, the more canonical the logophoric role of the antecedent, the higher the degree of

grammaticality should be.

3) A subject who accepts long-distance bound caki-casin should also allow strict readings in ellipsis/proform contexts.

3.2.2. Method

3.2.2.1. Participants. Forty-three Korean monolingual speakers (ages ranging between 42 and 58) residing in and

around Seoul, South Korea participated in the experiment. They grew up in South Korea as monolinguals and none of

the subjects had lived longer than a month in a foreign country.10

3.2.2.2. Task and materials. The task used in the experiment was a Grammaticality Judgment Task using the 5-point

Likert scale, coupled with a Preferential Sentence Interpretation Task based on Maling et al. (2000). Thus, each task

consisted of two parts. The first part of the task asked the subjects to judge the degree of grammaticality of a sentence

where caki-casin occurs with a long-distance antecedent. This part was designed to investigate research questions 1

and 2-1 by comparing different types of sentences with respect to the type of binding and distinct logophoric roles of

antecedents. The second part was designed to examine research question 2-2, the strict vs. sloppy readings of long-

distance bound caki-casin in the context of ellipsis/proforms.

The test materials consisted of 100 items—62 target items and 38 non-target items. The target items were composed

of 2 types of Korean sentences violating TSC (cf. see (14)) with 5 tokens in each type, 9 types of Korean sentences

attesting both TSC and SSC violations, again with 5 tokens in each type. Sentences with only TSC violation

(10 tokens) exemplify core binding, while the remaining 52 tokens that violate both TSC and SSC were meant to

exemplify various types of exempt binding. The sentences with TSC and SSC violations were constructed to reflect

various combinations of the factors (i.e., logophoric role (cf. see (15)–(18); subject vs. non-subject antecedent;

c-commanding vs. non-c-commanding antecedent; and varying case-marking/grammatical function of the anaphor).
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10 The reason for the advanced age of the subjects is that among younger Koreans, it is difficult to find subjects who have not spent a month or two

abroad. And while the subjects in the age group we studied received English instruction from 7th grade on, they have little active competence in

English, so that the question of transfer/interference from L2 is minimal, if not altogether non-existent. The situation is different in the case of the

younger generation with a much higher degree of competence in English.



There were two types of non-target items. The first type of non-target item (10 tokens) consisted of grammatical

sentences containing caki-casin with which we wanted to investigate some questions that were not directly addressed

in the research questions of the study. 5 sentences contained multiple potential antecedents of caki-casin. Responses to

these would enable us to test how the subjects will respond when there is more than one potential antecedent.

The remaining 5 sentences had Pivots who were not conscious of the action described in the sentences. We wanted

to know if consciousness had an effect on exempt binding. However, since we found no effect of consciousness, these

were discarded from our analysis.11

The remaining 28 non-target items were ungrammatical fillers/distractors. They were composed of ungrammatical

sentences that contained anaphors other than caki-casin, or those that had caki-casin but were ungrammatical for

reasons unrelated to binding.

We shall now describe the design of the target items in more detail.

In order to test research question 1 (i.e., whether native speakers of Korean accept long-distance binding of the local

anaphor caki-casin), sentences where an anaphor was forced to seek a long-distance antecedent were compared to

those containing locally bound anaphors. We constructed the target items so that caki-casin did not have a potential

antecedent within the minimal CFC.

An example sentence used as a target item is given in (13). Caki-casin in (13) is forced to take the matrix subject

Heera as antecedent, in violation of both TSC and SSC. This is so since the local subject tongchanghoy ‘the alumni

association’ is inanimate and hence not a possible antecedent of caki-casin.

Sentences exemplifying exempt binding were compared to sentences exemplifying core binding, where only the

TSC is violated. (14) is an example. In (14), the anaphor caki-casin is bound by an antecedent Jieuni, which is outside

the minimal clause that contains the anaphor, but not separated from it by an intervening subject.

Following Huang and Liu (2001) for similar sentences in Chinese, we made the assumption that this sentence type

falls under core binding for Korean but under exempt binding in languages like English, since English does not allow

core anaphors to violate TSC, as noted earlier. This type of sentence is designed to serve as the basis for comparison

with sentences exemplifying Korean exempt binding in their grammaticality scores as well as sloppy vs. strict reading

in contexts of ellipsis/proforms.12
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11 The non-target items that were grammatical were not included in the calculation of grammaticality ratings for distractors given in Table 1 in

section 3.3.
12 As sentences exemplifying core binding, we did not use sentences where caki-casin was bound by a clause-mate antecedent, i.e., sentences

where neither the TSC nor the SSC is violated. Adjusted for length, such a sentence would look like (i) below, where the local subject of the anaphor

is the only possible antecedent (the non-local subjects do not match the anaphor in features):

The reason we did not use such sentences was that the distance between the antecedent and the anaphor is too close, whereas in core binding

sentences with TSC violation the antecedent and the anaphor are separated by a clause boundary (as well as by a matrix non-subject). Our concern

was to control for the item effect.

However, as we shall see, this turned out to be a gap in the experimental design, since speakers found caki-casin in TSC-violating sentences to

allow strict readings quite freely. In fact, as we shall suggest, TSC-violating caki-casin is very likely an exempt anaphor. If so, then, contrary to our

initial expectations, we did not have experimental controls for genuine instances of core-bound caki-casin. We will return to this issue in section 3.4.



Sentences with TSC violations were made longer than bi-clausal. We did so to avoid the possible distortion of the

pattern of the results caused by the item effect (i.e., one specific type of item forcing participants to respond in a certain

way) and to ensure a similar amount of overall processing time across the range of test items.

To test research question 2-1 (i.e., whether LD antecedents of caki-casin are optimal when they carry a typical role),

we constructed several target sentences representing Korean exempt binding according to the logophoric roles of the

LD antecedents. We describe each sentence type below.

SOURCE:

The example sentence in (13) repeated below as (15) represents a sentence with a long-distance SOURCE

antecedent for caki-casin. The LD antecedent Heera is the speaker of the embedded proposition and carries the

logophoric role of SOURCE.

SELF:
(16) is a sentence containing a long-distance SELF antecedent for caki-casin. In this sentence, the intervening

subject na ‘I’ cannot be the antecedent of caki-casin, due to a mismatched person feature. The matrix subject Kicwu is

the only possible antecedent. Kicwu is the Experiencer of the predicate mit-ta ‘believe’ and denotes the person one

whose mental state is represented throughout the sentence; therefore, its logophoric role is SELF.

PIVOT:

Sentences containing PIVOT antecedents were constructed following Sells (1987), who used directional auxiliaries

o-ta ‘come’ and ka-ta ‘go’ to identify PIVOTs. (17) is an example. (17) has more than one third-person NP. However,

the directional auxiliary o-ta ‘come’ in the adjunct clause implies that the matrix subject Yenghi is the deictic center, as

Chelswu is described as coming toward her. Thus, Yenghi is the PIVOT of the sentence.

If the auxiliary ka-ta ‘go’ is used instead of o-ta ‘come’, Yenghi is harder to construe as PIVOT, since the action in

the adjunct clause is described from the perspective of the subject Chelswu.

However, it is important to note that among the three logophoric roles in Sells (1987), PIVOT is the most flexible

and elusive: within a sentence, almost any entity can serve as PIVOT according to point of view from which the event

described by the sentence is presented. It is even possible for POV to shift between the main clause and the adjunct

clause. An example of such a sentence is presented in (18) below.

LESS LOGOPHORIC ANTECEDENTS:

In (18), the auxiliary ka-ta ‘go’ is used in the adjunct clause, which indicates that the POV is that of the referent of

the subject of the adjunct clause, haksayngtul ‘students’. However, ‘students’ cannot be construed pragmatically as the

antecedent of the anaphor in the overall context of this sentence. Hence, when the matrix clause is parsed and the

subject Chelswu is encountered, the POV has to shift to that of Chelswu in order for it to serve as the antecedent of the

exempt anaphor contained in the adjunct clause.
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Since in parsing this sentence a shift in POV between the adjunct and the main clauses is necessitated in order to

obtain the requisite binding interpretation, we can imagine that the binding relation in this type of sentence will be

more difficult to obtain compared to sentences that do not require a POV shift.

For reasons such as these, sentences such as (18) are categorized as Less Logophoric, or lower in the degree of

logophoricity, rather than as non-logophoric. We expect this type of sentence to be judged less grammatical but not

completely out, with the indicated binding interpretation when compared to sentences containing clearly identifiable

logophoric centers.13

Research question 2-2 (i.e., whether the strict reading in VP ellipsis/proform contexts becomes available in exempt

binding) was tested by having speakers judge the interpretation of a sentence containing ellipsis/proform immediately

following the sentence whose grammaticality the subjects were asked to judge.

An example of a test item translated into English is given in (19). Following a target item testing the degree of

grammaticality of LD exempt binding, a sentence containing ellipsis/proform is given. The speakers were asked to rate

the grammaticality of the first sentence and then select the most appropriate interpretation among the sloppy reading

(A), the strict reading (B), or neither (C). The speakers were asked to choose no more than one answer for each item. If

there is more than one possible interpretation, the speakers were instructed to choose the more salient interpretation

among the choices. For speakers who judge a sentence with LD-bound exempt anaphor as grammatical, we expect B to

be available as the answer, since strict readings should become available in exempt binding contexts and speakers who

allow the strict reading may find it to be most salient one for the given context.14
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13 Conflicting PIVOTs are also invoked as the basis for the discourse conditions underlying the Blocking Effect in Cole et al. (2006). They note that

the conflict results in degradedness, but not complete unacceptability (the acceptability marking is theirs).

Cole et al. suggest that the reason a non-intervening first or second person NP (=the most embedded subject in ia,b above) results in the reduced

acceptability of anaphor binding is that such NPs indicate an external PIVOT and interferes with the binding of long-distance ziji by an internal

PIVOT (=the matrix subject).

What is important for our purposes is that such conflicts do not result in a sharp judgment of unacceptability. That is, even though there is a

conflict in PIVOT choice in (ia), it must be possible for speakers to overcome the conflict to obtain the requisite binding. However, since doing so

involves additional computation (=resolving the conflict in PIVOT choice in parsing the sentence), there seems to be a cost, which is reflected in the

lessened degree of acceptability.

The sentences we categorized as Less Logophoric have the same property. Thus, we do not expect speakers to judge them to be completely

unacceptable, but to assign them a lower degree of acceptability. As we shall see, our experimental results confirm this expectation.
14 The question arises why we asked subjects to choose only one (i.e., the most salient) interpretation. If a subject chooses B (strict reading), we can

be confident that for such speakers the strict reading is not only available but is the dominant reading in the given context. However, even if a subject

chose A (sloppy reading), it is possible that the strict reading is also available to that speaker, though it may not be the dominant reading. In this

sense, our measure of strict readings was conservative. Nonetheless, we obtained a significant percentage of dominant strict readings to allow us to

conclude that the anaphors in question are exempt anaphors.



The ungrammatical distractor items were composed of sentences of similar length to the target items. An example

of an ungrammatical distractor item is (20). (20) is ungrammatical due to the case-marking of two NPs (cha ‘car’ and

Chelswu). To make this sentence grammatical, we have to change the case-marking of cha ‘car’ from nominative (-ka)

to accusative (-lul), which will give us the interpretation ‘his car told Chelswu not to take it, because the gas price is too

high.’ Without the right case-markers, the sentence in (20) is impossible to interpret.

Since sentence like (20) do not have an appropriate interpretation, in addition to judging it as ungrammatical,

speakers are expected to select C for its interpretation, as ungrammatical sentences do not have an interpretation.

This type of ungrammatical sentence serves as a reference point for ‘ungrammatical’ in the given grammaticality

scale.

3.2.3. Procedure

Participants were first asked to fill out a simple one-page questionnaire survey about biographical information such

as age, gender and dialect(s) of Korean they use. They were then asked to read the instructions for the main task and

proceed to the task. In the main task, participants were required to judge the degree of grammaticality of a given

sentence in a 5-point Likert scale and then to choose an appropriate interpretation of an immediately following

(underlined) sentence containing VP-ellipsis/proform.

However, based on the performance on the Preferential Sentence Interpretation task, responses that were not

reliable and might confound the pattern of the results were screened. For example, if subjects judged the test sentence

as ungrammatical, their responses on the following sentences with VP-ellipsis/proform cannot be considered reliable

unless they choose response C (=‘Neither of the above is a possible interpretation.’). This is because an ungrammatical

sentence cannot have an interpretation. Therefore, responses which judged the sentences as ungrammatical but

nevertheless chose A or B readings were set aside in the statistical analysis of judgments on strict/sloppy readings (6%

of the responses were dropped by this procedure).

Also, responses which rated the sentences as grammatical (giving a score higher than 3) but chose C for

interpretation were dropped, as these responses cannot be considered to be reliable (1% of the responses was dropped
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15 The items we used to test for strict vs. sloppy readings in VP-ellipsis/proform actually do not involve ellipsis, but instead possess the pro-form

kulehkey (equivalent of ‘so’ in ‘do so’ in English) which replaces the entire embedded clause containing the anaphor. Therefore, technically, the test

in question is a VP proform test. We do not think the results are jeopardized by this test, since the strict/sloppy interpretations are also found in VP

proform contexts as in VP ellipsis contexts, as we see below:

(i) John really hates himself. Bill does so, too (sloppy > *?strict)

(ii) John thinks that an article about himself appeared in the Times. Bill does so/thinks so, too (strict > ??sloppy)

Whether VP ellipsis as such exists in Korean and if so, what constructions exemplify it has been the subject of much debate (Otani and Whitman,

1991; Kim, 1999, among others). The strict/sloppy ambiguity is not an exclusive property of VP ellipsis, but attested more generally (Kim, 1999).

Therefore, the fact that we use VP proforms should not affect the point we make in this paper.



by this procedure).16 On the other hand, responses which assigned a low grammaticality score (1 or 2) for the target

sentence and chose C for interpretation were considered for the analysis, since these are valid responses that fall into

the category of ‘not accepting LD binding’ even when pragmatically plausible contexts are provided.

3.2.4. Analysis

The grammaticality score for each sentence was calculated with mean score and standard deviation across subjects.

From the 5-point Likert scale, the grammatical points given by the subjects were interpreted according to the following

criteria [1: incorrect, 2: maybe incorrect, 3: I don’t know, 4: maybe correct, 5: correct]. Scale 3 is interpreted as

‘not sure about grammaticality’, while 4-5 are interpreted ‘grammatical’ and 1-2 as ‘ungrammatical’.17

The responses were then grouped according to sentence types (by logophoric roles of antecedents—SOURCE,

SELF, PIVOT; by logophoric vs. less logophoric antecedents; by TSC violation vs. TSC and SSC violation) and

averaged by sentence types. Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Paired Sample T-test were run to

determine the statistical significance of the differences for distinct within-subject factors.

3.3. Results

Overall results from the experiment were as follows:

i) Sentences representing LD exempt binding and those containing core binding attained very similar grammaticality

scores (Exempt binding: mean = 4.17; Core binding: mean = 4.21). However, the distractors garnered a much lower

grammaticality score (mean = 1.99) compared to the target sentences containing core and exempt binding.

ii) The responses categorized by the logophoric roles of antecedents revealed that sentences containing SOURCE

antecedents attained the highest grammaticality scores. Those with SELF antecedents attained scores lower than

SOURCE but higher than PIVOT. Sentences containing Less Logophoric antecedents attained lower overall

grammaticality scores than those with clear logophoric antecedents, but higher than the distractors.

A repeated measures ANOVA conducted with sentence type as a within-participants variable with 12 levels

revealed that sentence type was significant [F(11, 451) = 66.455; p < .000]. The pattern of the results for distinct

sentence types is shown in Table 1.

First, subjects accepted long-distance exempt binding of caki-casin very robustly when appropriate logophoric

conditions were given.18 The degree of grammaticality for sentences with LD bound caki-casin (with both TSC and

SSC violations) did not differ significantly from those with core bound caki-casin (TSC-only violation) (TSC only:

mean = 4.21, S.D. = 0.77; TSC and SSC: mean = 4.17, S.D. = 0.45). The mean grammaticality score of the distractors

(mean = 1.99, S.D. = 0.76), however, differs significantly from the two sentence types. The pattern of the results with

different types of binding is shown in Fig. 1.

A repeated measures ANOVA conducted with binding type as a within-participants variable with 2 levels (core

binding, exempt binding) showed that the binding type was not significant [F(1, 42) = .023, p < .881, ns.].19

Second, participants assigned significantly higher grammaticality scores for sentences with clearly identifiable

logophoric antecedents (SOURCE: mean = 4.44, S.D. = 0.43; SELF: mean = 4.19, S.D. = 0.54; PIVOT: mean = 3.80,

S.D. = 0.72) than those where such identification was difficult, the Less Logophoric cases (i.e., where external and
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16 Subjects who responded this way might have chosen local binding, even when the local antecedent does not match the anaphor in features, and

might have based their high grammaticality ratings upon the local binding interpretation. When they turned to the interpretation task, they failed to

find the local construal and hence chose C. If this is what they were doing, their responses cannot be considered in judging the acceptability of long-

distance exempt binding.
17 Some studies use grammaticality scales that range from�2 to +2, in which 0 indicates ‘not sure about grammaticality’, where scores below zero

are considered ‘ungrammatical’ and those above zero ‘grammatical’. The 5-point scale that we used in this study is similar, in that 3 indicates the

same degree of relative grammaticality as 0. Therefore, in this study, the mean scores above 3 are regarded as ‘grammatical’ responses while those

below 3 are considered to be ‘ungrammatical’ responses.
18 A reviewer asks how we can explain the relative low acceptability score with long-distance PIVOT antecedents. The reason must be that among

the logophoric centers, PIVOT is the least canonical (Sells, 1987).
19 As noted earlier, we will revisit the question of whether TSC-violating caki-casin is indeed a core anaphor in section 3.4.



internal logophoric centers were in conflict, or where Point of View/PIVOT shift was necessary within a sentence—as

in (18)) (mean = 3.43, S.D. = 0.84). The pattern of the results with different logophoric roles is shown in Fig. 2.

A repeated measures ANOVA conducted with logophoric role as a within-participants variable with 4 levels

showed that logophoric role was significant [F(3, 126) = 42.257, p < .000]. The Paired Sample T-test showed that the

grammaticality score of sentences with SOURCE antecedents was significantly higher than those with SELF

antecedents [t(42) = 4.315, p < .000], as well as those with PIVOT [t(42) = 6.627, p < .000]. In turn, the sentences

with SELF antecedents attained significantly higher grammaticality scores than those with PIVOT antecedents

[t(42) = 4.332, p < .000] and those with Less Logophoric antecedents [t(42) = 8.376, p < .000]. The grammaticality

score of the sentences with PIVOT antecedents was significantly higher than that of the sentences with Less

Logophoric antecedents [t(42) = 2.701, p < .010]. Therefore, the results of the grammaticality rating of sentences

according to the different logophoric roles of the LD antecedent are consistent with the hierarchy of logophoric roles as

proposed in Sells (1987)—SOURCE > SELF > PIVOT.

Third, in the Preferential Sentence Interpretation Task, the strict reading was chosen as the dominant reading by

most participants in the case of long-distance bound exempt caki-casin. The strict reading was chosen as the dominant

reading by 50% of the subjects, while 27% chose the sloppy reading as the dominant reading. However, what was

intriguing was that the participants chose the strict reading as the dominant reading over the sloppy reading even in the

case of core binding (Rate: sloppy reading = 31%; strict reading = 49%; neither reading = 7%; no response = 13%).
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Fig. 2. Grammaticality score of exempt binding by logophoric roles of antecedents.

Table 1

Grammaticality scores by sentence types.

Binding type Logophoric role

Mean (S.D.) Core binding (TSC violation): 4.21 (0.77) N/A

Exempt binding (TSC and SSC violation): 4.17 (0.45) SOURCE: 4.44 (0.43)

SELF: 4.19 (0.54)

PIVOT: 3.80 (0.72)

LESS LOGOPHORIC: 3.43 (0.84)

Ungrammatical distractors: *1.99 (0.76) N/A

*represents that the number is statistically significant.

Fig. 1. Grammaticality of core vs. exempt binding.



Therefore, the difference between core binding and exempt binding in their choice of dominant readings was not

significant. Overall results are shown in Fig. 3.

The choice of the dominant reading broken down by logophoric roles of antecedents is as follows: SOURCE

antecedents got the highest rate of dominant strict reading (62%); SELF was the second highest (60%), followed by

PIVOT (20%).

This pattern of the result is shown in Fig. 4.

What is interesting in these results is that in sentences containing long-distance PIVOT antecedents (i.e., those with

directional auxiliary o-ta ‘come’) and in those with Less Logophoric antecedents (i.e., those with the directional

auxiliary ka-ta ‘go’, which requires a POV shift between the adjunct and the main clause), the sloppy reading was

chosen as the dominant reading more frequently than the strict reading (PIVOT antecedent: strict-20% < sloppy-41%;

Less Logophoric antecedent: strict-28% < sloppy-32%).

3.4. Discussion

3.4.1. Interpretation of overall results

The summary of the experimental results given earlier is as follows:

i) Korean native speakers judged sentences with LD binding of the local anaphor caki-casin as grammatical overall

when an appropriate logophoric context was given.

ii) Regarding the logophoric roles of antecedents of LD-bound/exempt caki-casin, sentences with SOURCE

antecedents were assigned the highest grammaticality scores, while those where the antecedent was PIVOT got the

lowest grammaticality scores. Sentences with clearly identifiable logophoric antecedents (SOURCE, SELF,

PIVOT) as a group obtained higher grammaticality scores than those where the determination of logophoric

antecedents was difficult, i.e., the Less Logophoric sentence types where POV shift between the adjunct clause and

the matrix clause was required, or where a conflict arose between distinct logophoric roles.
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Fig. 4. Choice of dominant readings by logophoric roles of antecedents.

Fig. 3. Choice of dominant reading in VP-ellipsis/proform contexts.



iii) In contexts of VP-ellipsis/proform, speakers chose the strict interpretation of caki-casin as the dominant reading in

the case of LD exempt binding. However, even in contexts of sentences that only violate TSC (core binding), the

strict reading was chosen as the dominant reading by a majority of speakers.

Our interpretation of these results is as follows.

We take result i) to support the first prediction of our hypothesis, that sentences with LD bound caki-casin would be

judged grammatical by native speakers of Korean.

Result ii) in turn supports the second prediction, which was that there would be differences in grammaticality

according to the different logophoric roles of LD antecedents of caki-casin. Furthermore, the pattern of obtained

results is consistent with the hierarchy of logophoric roles proposed in Sells (1987).

However, while the overall results seem to support the second prediction, there was individual variation among

subjects. The majority of speakers (31 out of 43) differentiated sentences according to the logophoric roles of

antecedents and assigned scores that matched Sells’ (1987) canonical hierarchy of logophoric roles. But a closer look

at individual results revealed that around 28% (n = 12 out of 43) of the tested subjects did not discriminate among

sentences containing different logophoric roles. These subjects either assigned a score of 4 point or higher to all the

target items or did not follow the canonical hierarchy (SOURCE > SELF > PIVOT > Less Logophoric antecedents)

consistently in their responses.

Also, even among the speakers who showed responses in line with the hierarchy of logophoric roles, 19% (n = 6 out

of 31) did not consistently distinguish sentences with PIVOT antecedents from those with Less Logophoric

antecedents, either by giving very similar scores to both types of sentences, or by giving higher scores to sentences

with Less Logophoric antecedents than those with PIVOT antecedents. These speakers appear to be flexible with POV

shift, which may have allowed them treat the two types of sentences similarly.

Result iii) of the present study might be taken to imply that majority of the participants who accept LD

binding of caki-casin also treat it as an exempt anaphor. However, the fact that TSC-violating core anaphors also

showed a high proportion of strict readings prevents us from drawing the conclusion that our third prediction is

supported.

As noted, for core binding, the expected pattern of sloppy reading dominance was not found in that the responses

choosing the sloppy reading as the dominant reading did not outnumber those choosing the strict reading.20 In fact, if

the sentences we took to exemplify core binding (i.e., sentences violating only TSC) were indeed instances of core

binding, we should not be able to obtain strict readings in any measurable degree in the first place.

A possible interpretation of this state of affairs is that sentences containing TSC-violating caki-casin do not in fact

exemplify core binding but exempt binding instead, contrary to the assumptions we made. This interpretation gains

plausibility when we take the following into consideration.

First, even though we did not test the relevant judgments experimentally, since we could not foresee the pattern of

responses by the subjects and were proceeding on the basis of the common assumption in the literature that all

anaphors, including local anaphors, can violate TSC in languages like Korean, what we find is that when caki-casin has

a clause-mate antecedent, it is, or can only be, interpreted sloppily.21
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20 And given that we asked subjects to choose the dominant reading only, the choice of the sloppy reading as dominant does not guarantee that the

strict reading is unavailable to the subjects who made such a choice.
21 The relevance of these sentences to the overall argument was pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, who suggested that a supplemental

experiment be run to obtain the dominant readings with these types of sentences. While the point is well taken, we do not believe that an

experimental study is necessary to prove the point that caki-casin with local antecedents only allows the sloppy reading, as the judgments are quite

robust and uniform.



This tells us that there is indeed an expected sloppy reading dominance in at least the clause-mate bound instances

of caki-casin, so that the availability of the strict reading (as the dominant reading, to boot) in sentences containing

TSC-violating caki-casin is not due to the lexical property of the anaphor which allows both strict and sloppy readings

regardless of the type of binding involved.22

A second reason to suppose that TSC-violating caki-casin may not be a core anaphor is the contrast between caki-

casin and other LDAs (e.g., caki, casin) in the same environments. The following contrasts are suggestive.23,24

(22b) replicates the type of sentences in our experimental data for which speakers chose the strict reading as the

dominant reading, though we predicted that strict readings should not be available since we took the sentences to

exemplify core binding. (22a) is parallel to (22b) but contain caki or casin instead of caki-casin. Even though the

judgments we report here must be confirmed experimentally, we feel that the strict interpretation of the anaphor

becomes much more difficult in (22a), when compared to (22b) (or the sentences we used in the experiment that are

similar in design which allowed strict readings).

A possible reason for the differences observed above might be that caki and casin in Korean are bound anaphor type

genuine LDAs (in the typology of LDAs in Cole et al., 2001, 2006) in TSC-violating contexts while caki-casin may

actually be an exempt anaphor even in this context, contrary to what we assumed as we were designing the experiment.

This may explain why caki-casin with clause-mate antecedents only allows sloppy readings while TSC-violating caki-

casin, unlike caki and casin in similar contexts, allows both strict and sloppy readings.

Finally, if TSC-violating caki-casin is an exempt anaphor, as we are suggesting, we can also make sense of why the

grammaticality rating of sentences with TSC-violating caki-casin was not close to perfect, with a fair amount of

individual variation (4.21, S.D. = 0.77). If these sentences exemplify exempt binding, discourse factors would still
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22 If caki-casin allowed both sloppy and strict readings even in clause-mate binding, it would be an example of a form that is neutral between

reflexive and pronoun (like the Malay dirinya) in the typology of LDAs given in Cole et al. (2001, 2006). The fact that it doesn’t indicates that it is a

true reflexive, as we have been assuming all along.
23 Again, we are not basing our claim on experimental data. The importance of comparing the behavior of caki-casin with other (genuine) LDAs in

the language was pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, who suggested that the relevant data should be presented, even if they are non-

experimental. It also seems to us that there is a further difference between caki and casin in this regard. While strict readings can be forced with caki,

casin does not allow strict readings at all. Obviously, these intuitions need to be tested with further experimental work.
24 Another test of bound variable readings (‘only NPs’), combined with the ellipsis/proform test, yields a similar array of judgments, for speakers

we have consulted.

The strict reading (‘Tongswu doesn’t think that Cheli is a genius.’) is unavailable with casin (and caki), but becomes easier to obtain with caki-

casin.



figure in the computation of acceptability. In other words, if speakers fail to posit the relevant discourse conditions,

they would judge the sentences as less than fully acceptable.

If the above line of explanation is on the right track, we predict that other local anaphors should behave similarly to

caki-casin in TSC-violating contexts. That is, they should be licensed as exempt anaphors, be subject to discourse

conditions and should allow both strict and sloppy readings in contexts of proforms and ellipsis. As far as we know, the

possibility that some anaphors in Korean may not violate TSC as a constraint on core binding has never been explored

previously. This is because (almost) all anaphors—whether simple or complex—can occur as embedded subjects of

finite clauses, violating the TSC. And yet, simple acceptability of a given anaphor is no guarantee that it is licensed by

grammatical binding, according to the best current understanding. What we are suggesting through the reinterpretation

of TSC-violating caki-casin is that when local anaphors such as caki-casin occur in sentences with TSC violations,

they do so only if they can be licensed as an exempt anaphor, but never as a core anaphor. This is an intriguing

possibility to which we were led by the results of the experimental evidence.25

In sum, if TSC-violating caki-casin is an exempt anaphor, we can understand why it allows both sloppy and strict

readings. But then why should the strict reading be chosen as the dominant reading by a majority of speakers?

One possible explanation is as follows. Compared to the other anaphors, caki-casin is emphatic.26 Emphasis might

have played a role in leading speakers to favor the strict reading over the sloppy reading. The role of emphasis in

facilitating the strict reading is shown in (23). In (23a), both the sloppy reading (i.e., Bill hates Bill’s brother) and the

strict reading (i.e., Bill hates John’s brother) are possible for the pronoun. However, in (23b), the elliptical VP is

interpreted as ‘Bill hates even/only John’s brother (strict reading)’ and the sloppy interpretation is not natural in this

context.

(23) a. John hates his brother. Bill does (so), too.

b. John hates even/only his brother. Bill does (so), too.

It seems that focus on ‘his brother’ is blocking the sloppy reading. If this is the case, we may have one possible

explanation as to why speakers chose the strict reading as the dominant reading in sentences where caki-casin violates

the TSC.

We also noted that while the strict reading was chosen as the dominant reading with exempt anaphors bound by

SOURCE and SELF antecedents, the sloppy reading was chosen as the dominant reading in the case of PIVOT and
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25 In this respect it is interesting to note that susulo (‘on one’s own’), which is an adverbial/adnominal/nominal anaphor, is strictly locally bound.

It can violate neither SSC nor TSC, as shown below:

This may be because while susulo is a local anaphor like caki-casin, it is less amenable to conversion into an exempt (pronominal) anaphor,

because unlike caki-casin, there is no pronoun-like (i.e., Det-like) element associated with susulo that can function pronominally.

The local anaphor pronoun-casin is similar to caki-casin. In clause-mate binding, it only allows the sloppy reading, while in TSC-violating

contexts, the strict reading seems possible.

26 This was pointed out to us by Susumu Kuno.



Less Logophoric antecedents. The fact that both strict and sloppy readings are available is predicted by our hypothesis

since we take the anaphors to be exempt anaphors. What needs to be explained is why in the case of less canonical

logophoric antecedents (PIVOT and Less Logophoric antecedents) speakers chose the sloppy reading as the dominant

reading.

When we examined the test items, we discovered that an explanation of this pattern of response could be found in

the fact that the target items for PIVOT antecedents were biased in favor of the sloppy reading. The problem is

illustrated below.

In (24), the strict reading shown in B poses a problem in terms of the consistency of POV. This is because the

auxiliary o-ta ‘go’ in the adjunct clause points to Yenghi as the deictic center, but when the matrix predicate is

encountered, the subject, which is the antecedent of the anaphor, denotes a different person, Minswu. The sloppy

reading in A poses no such conflict in POV, and hence, it may have been preferred by speakers.

If this explanation is valid, we expect that in sentences containing Less Logophoric antecedents with the auxiliary

ka-ta ‘go’ instead of o-ta ‘come’, the strict reading (interpretation shown in B as above) would be easier to obtain,

since it does not necessitate a POV shift. This was in fact the case. Sentences with Less Logophoric antecedents

yielded more strict readings compared to those with PIVOT antecedents (Mean rate of strict reading: PIVOT

antecedent, 20%, Less Logophoric antecedent, 32%). This supports our explanation that a design bias is what led to the

higher rate of sloppy readings with PIVOT antecedents. If not for the bias, we may not have obtained a high proportion

of sloppy readings with PIVOT antecedents.

However, it is important to emphasize that the exempt anaphor hypothesis predicts simply that both strict and

sloppy readings should be available, and not that the strict reading should be more dominant than the sloppy reading,

so that the responses to these sentences do not falsify the predictions of our hypothesis. Nevertheless, we were able to

identify the factors that may have contributed to the choice of one reading as the dominant reading.

To summarize, on the face of it, result iii) does not support the third prediction of our hypothesis, because core

binding yielded a high proportion of strict readings, contrary to expectations. However, we suggested that it may be

because the TSC-violating sentences that contain caki-casin instantiate exempt rather than core binding. We reached

this conclusion on the basis of two considerations. One, for unambiguous cases of core-bound caki-casin (i.e., when it

occurs with clause-mate antecedents), only the sloppy reading is available. Secondly, caki-casin contrasts with other

genuine, bound anaphor-type LDAs (caki, casin) in TSC-violating contexts in that the latter do not easily admit strict

interpretations while caki-casin does.
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If this reinterpretation is on the right track, we do have evidence that supports the third prediction of our hypothesis,

though the evidence does not come exclusively from the data that we tested in our original experiment.

In the next two sections, we turn to two issues that are relevant to the overall investigation of exempt binding but

were not identified as primary research questions in our work. The first has to do with the question of whether core and

exempt binding are in complementary distribution as assumed by Pollard and Sag (1992) and Huang and Liu (2001), or

may be in an overlapping distribution (Pollard and Xue, 2001; Runner et al., 2002, 2006). The second has to do with

whether structural prominence can facilitate the identification of logophoric antecedents in LD exempt binding.

3.4.2. Domain for core vs. exempt binding

An interesting result of our study comes from non-target items containing multiple potential antecedents. As stated

earlier, the analysis of sentences containing multiple potential antecedents was done separately from the other target

sentences with LD exempt binding; therefore, the responses to these items were not considered in the analysis of LD

exempt binding discussed so far. An example is shown in (25).

In (25), caki-casin can be bound by more than one potential antecedent. Being animate and 3rd person, all three NPs

(Hyori, Ceytong and Cenghyen) can serve as potential antecedents of caki-casin in this sentence. They also function as

logophoric centers. Hyori is a SOURCE while Ceytong can be treated as a PIVOT in the right discourse context.

Cenghyeni is an Experiencer, hence, a SELF.

This type of sentence was designed to test the possibility of long-distance binding of caki-casin when there are

multiple potential antecedents—both local and long-distance. Judgments on these sentences can tell us if speakers get

LD construals of caki-casin even when there is a potential (i.e., Person-feature matched, c-commanding) antecedent

that is more local. That is, this type of sentence allows us to ascertain answers to questions about the nature of exempt

binding. If caki-casin is licensed as an exempt anaphor only when local antecedents are unavailable—in other words, if

exempt binding is found only in contexts where core binding fails as assumed in Pollard and Sag (1992) and Huang and

Liu (2001)—subjects should show a strong preference for local binding (i.e., Cenghyeni) in this sentence type.

However, if core and exempt binding are not in complementary distribution (Pollard and Xue, 2001; Iida, 1992;

Runner et al., 2002, 2006), subjects might still accept long-distance binding.

Except for 5 out of 43 individuals, the tested subjects judged this type of sentence to be grammatical. However, a higher

grammaticality rating for this type of sentence does not necessarily imply that the subjects are accepting the LD construal

of caki-casin. This is so because subjects could have given a higher grammaticality rating based on the local construal of

the anaphor. We therefore need to examine the performance on the interpretation task to determine what speakers are

doing. 71% of the responses that rated the sentences as grammatical chose A or B as the dominant reading.27 The readings

indicated as A and B (sloppy and strict readings) reflect long-distance construals of the anaphor. Therefore, the subjects

who responded this way can be taken to have accepted the LD-binding of caki-casin. By contrast, if a subject gave a high

grammaticality score to the test sentence but chose C, the grammaticality ratings were likely based on the local construal

of the anaphor. 23% of the responses that rated this type of sentence as grammatical patterned this way.28

Even though there were speakers who did not accept LD-binding with this sentence type, the fact that the majority

of subjects treated this sentence type as grammatical and chose long-distance construals (A or B) as the dominant

reading implies that caki-casin can still be LD-bound as an exempt anaphor in such contexts for many speakers.

Before we can draw a firm conclusion, however, we need to rule out an alternative explanation based on structural

priming. Since subjects were directed to seek the LD antecedent in the other target sentences, their responses to these

sentences might simply reflect a bias in the subjects’ processing, combined with the specific interpretation (i.e., caki-
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given that ungrammatical sentences do not have an interpretation (6% of the responses were dropped for this reason).



casin bound by a LD antecedent) profiled from the context. However, a previous study with Korean–English bilinguals

Kim and Montrul (2004) obtained a similar pattern of result. Korean monolingual speakers accepted the LD binding of

caki-casin in about 25% of their responses when they were given contextual information with pictures. In that study,

there was no structural priming for long-distance binding since felicitous antecedents included local as well as long-

distance antecedents.

Therefore, what the result of this study and that of Kim and Montrul (2004) may imply is that the local anaphor

caki-casin can be LD-bound even in the presence of local antecedents as long as appropriate contextual information is

available. The contribution of context in facilitating LD binding of local anaphors was found even for English (Lee,

2007; Runner et al., 2002), so that the result we obtained with this type of sentence is not surprising. The position

defended by Pollard and Xue (2001), Iida (1992), and Runner et al. (2002), Goldwater and Runner (2006), which takes

core and exempt anaphors to overlap in their distributions, is supported by the behavior of caki-casin in Korean.

While the above interpretation is plausible, there still remains the fact that a significant discrepancy exists between

results of previous research and the results obtained in our study. The discrepancy lies in the fact that the vast majority

of subjects we tested preferred LD binding (71%) while a minority (around 25%) chose the LD construal in previous

studies. How can we explain the discrepancy? Does this mean that contrary to what had been claimed earlier, caki-

casin is in fact a long-distance anaphor like caki and casin?

Once we scrutinize the test items, we find that there is a way of make sense of the results. In using items like (25) to

test the question of the possible overlap of domains of local/core and LD/exempt binding, we were again operating

under the assumption that TSC-violating caki-casin in Korean behaves as a core anaphor when it is bound by an

antecedent in the next clause up. Recall, however, that in order to make sense of the high percentage of strict readings

by subjects on TSC-violating ‘core binding’ sentences, we suggested that TSC-violating caki-casin might in fact be an

exempt anaphor.

If this interpretation is on the right track, all the potential antecedents of caki-casin in (25) – including the most local

antecedent – are LD antecedents that need to be licensed through exempt binding. In that case, the local antecedent will

not be privileged over the non-local antecedents, contrary to what we had expected. In fact, the most non-local one will, if

anything, be privileged over the others given its prominence. This may explain why the closest potential antecedent was

not chosen as the actual antecedent by the subjects. By contrast, the test items in Kim and Montrul (2004) had an

embedded clause-mate subject as the local antecedent of an anaphor in object position, with non-local antecedents

outside the minimal clause where the anaphor was embedded. Thus, the local antecedent was accessible through core

binding, while non-local antecedents had to be sanctioned by exempt binding. As noted, speakers still were able to obtain

long-distance construal in such cases, but not as the dominant construal of the anaphor.

The results interpreted this way support the suggestion we made earlier that local anaphors like caki-casin may not

be able to violate TSC in core binding and that when they do appear in such contexts, they do so as exempt anaphors.

Thus, the domain for core binding for local anaphors in languages like Korean is identical to that for local anaphors in

languages like English, being defined by both TSC and SSC, contrary to what had been assumed. This is an interesting

conclusion that demands verification by further experimental results. The possibility that the domains of core and

exempt binding may overlap is still open (as the results of Kim and Montrul, 2004 and the studied cited above

indicate), but we cannot establish that using data such as (25).

3.4.3. Exempt binding and structural prominence

Another question we considered was the following: Do grammatical–structural factors (subject vs. non-subject

antecedents; c-commanding vs. non-c-commanding antecedents) affect the acceptability of the long-distance binding

of caki-casin? The rationale for this question is the following: while exempt anaphors are judged not to be constrained

by structural factors such as grammatical relation and structural c-command, it is possible that those factors might

have effect determining the well-formedness of exempt binding.29 That is, antecedents of exempt anaphors that

c-command them might be more optimal than those that don’t. Subject antecedents might be more optimal than non-

subject antecedents of exempt anaphors.
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To test this question, a portion of the target sentences was constructed so as to obtain a contrast between subject vs.

non-subject antecedents and c-commanding vs. non-c-commanding antecedents.30 We held the logophoric role of the

antecedent constant and manipulate the grammatical-structural factors. However, since these factors were not

systematically investigated across the full range of logophoric conditions, we did not treat this question as one of the

primary research questions.

The contrast between subject and non-subject antecedents was made within the sentence type that has

(c-commanding) SOURCE antecedents. The examples are given below. The sentence with SOURCE antecedent

presented earlier in (15) is repeated in (26a) as an example of subject antecedent, while (26b) has a non-subject

antecedent, given that the local and LD subjects are not matched in features with the anaphor.

The result of the comparison between the sentence types shown in (23a) and (23b) indicated that there was no

statistically significant difference between the grammaticality score of sentences with LD subject antecedents and

those with LD non-subject antecedents when the logophoric role was held constant (as SOURCE), though the former

received a numerically higher score (mean = 4.53, S.D. = 0.52) than the latter (mean = 4.37, S.D. = 0.60).31 The

pattern of the results with subject vs. non-subject antecedents for SOURCE antecedent is shown in Fig. 5.

The result is not surprising in view of the position taken in a number of works on exempt binding that exempt

binding is not constrained by structural factors. Structural prominence (subject vs. non-subject) did not have a

significant effect on the identification of potential logophoric antecedents. However, a more systematic investigation

with the full range of logophoric roles is needed before a firm conclusion can be drawn.
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Fig. 5. Grammatical relation of LD antecedents: sentences with SOURCE antecedents.

30 We attempted to contrast sentences with c-commanding antecedent and those with non-c-commanding antecedent, as we did with subject vs.

non-subject antecedent. However, the way the sentences were constructed had a design flaw in that there was a confound between c-commanding vs.

non-commanding condition and the subject vs. non-subject condition. Therefore, we drop this analysis from the presentation of the results.
31 A one-way ANOVA showed that the responses to the sentences with subject antecedents and those with non-subject antecedents were not

significantly different [F(1, 42) = 3.716, p < .061, ns.].



4. Conclusion and directions for future study

To sum up, the results of the experiments testing exempt LD binding of Korean local anaphor caki-casin show the

following:

(i) Korean local anaphor caki-casin is not restricted to the domain of grammatical/core binding and can also be bound

long-distance, when appropriate logophoric conditions are present.

(ii) Among distinct logophoric roles, SOURCE is more prototypical than the other two logophoric centers, while

PIVOT is the least prototypical, as predicted by Sells (1987).

(iii) When the local anaphor is treated as exempt anaphor and bound by LD antecedent, strict readings in VP-ellipsis/

proform context becomes available, and may even be judged to be the dominant reading.

(iv) Contrary to previous assumptions, it may not be that all anaphors in Korean can violate the TSC. Complex, or

local, anaphors such as caki-casin, may be subject to both TSC and SSC in core binding. When they appear to

violate TSC and SSC, they may only do so as exempt anaphors.

(v) In the case of exempt binding, structural differences (i.e., subject vs. non-subject antecedent) do not affect

judgments of acceptability, confirming the primacy of non-syntactic factors in exempt binding.

(vi) The results of the study show that even in a language with a rich inventory of anaphors (local as well as long-

distance), the division of labor between the different anaphors does not coincide with core vs. exempt binding.

That is, there are no anaphors that are used exclusively for core binding, with others reserved for exempt binding.

Hence, the core-exempt dichotomy is orthogonal to the local vs. long-distance property of anaphors.

These results raise a number of interesting questions for further research. A pressing question that is raised by the

interpretation of TSC-violating caki-casin is a follow-up experimental test of locally bound caki-casin. Although we

are fairly confident that it only admits sloppy readings, we would need to back up the hypothesis with experimental

data. Another experiment waiting to be performed is a systematic investigation of caki, casin, and caki-casin, in terms

of both the discourse factors that facilitate long-distance binding and the interpretations of the anaphors in ellipsis and

proform contexts. Although we are fairly confident that caki and casin are different from caki-casin with respect to the

strict-sloppy readings when they violate tSC, we would need experimental confirmation of our confidence. It also

remains to be seen if the genuine LDAs behave differently when they violate both TSC and SSC, as hypothesized for

the (Taiwanese) Mandarin LDA ziji in Huang and Liu (2001).
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